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 ON THE REPRESENTATION OF IMAGINARY POINTS
 BY REAL POINTS ON A PLANE.
 IN plane coordinate geometry, with a system of rectangular axes, I wish to
 press the claim of points whose coordinates are given by complex numbers
 to be represented on the plane in just the same way as all other points in
 the plane.
 It will doubtless be conceded that when we plot a point from its coordinates
 (.x, y) we are in reality plotting its position by means of the complex
 quantity x+iy. This we habitually do when x and y are simple, or 'real'
 lengths, and my contention is that we ought to extend the privilege to all
 points whatever.
 If we allow ourselves to do this when x and y are complex numbers, we
 can always represent 'imaginary' points by real ones. Such plotted points
 may be called the representatives of the imaginary points; or, for brevity,
 they may be considered as being actually the imaginary points, which will
 thus be real in position, and imaginary only il the sense that they are not
 visibly situated in the locus whose equation they satisfy by virtue of their
 particular complex coordinates.
 Thus, let (m +ip, n + iq) be the complex coordinates of a point. We plot
 it as (m+ip)+i(n+iq), i.e. (m-q)+i(n+p), its simple coordinates being
 (m - q, n +p).
 The conjugate complex, viz. (m - ip, n - iq) would similarly have the simple
 coordinates (m + q, n -p).
 In this way the pair of complexes (miip, n?iq), and their pair of simple
 correlatives (mnq, n?p), both uniquely represent the positions of the two
 points given by the complex relations (m+in)+i(p+iq).
 There is a perfect 2 to 2 correspondence between the first and second pair
 of points.
 But there is a distinction.
 The points (m +ip, n +iq) and (m - ip, n - iq) satisfy the equation
 x-m_y-n
 P q
 while the points (m -q, n +p) and (m +q, n-p) satisfy the equation
 p( x-m)+(y-n)=O ;
 i.e. the first pair of points are imaginary points on one line, and the second
 pair are real points on a line at right angles to the first. Both lines pass
 p
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 through (in, n). The distance of the first pair of points from (m, n) is
 i/(p2+q'2), and the distance of the second pair from (m, n) is A/(p2 + q2).
 Hence, two conjugate imaginary points on a line are represented by a pair
 of real points which are each other's inlages in the line, at a distance from it
 equal to the modulus of the purely imaginary part of the complex coordinates,
 their mid-point having as coordinates the purely real parts of the same
 coordinates.
 Now the imaginary points on a line are doubly infinite in number, covering
 the whole plane. The above investigation shows that they do not lie
 haphazard on it, but that conjugate points are 'image' points in the line.
 As a corollary it follows that the plane can be stratified, as it were, into a
 series of loci consisting of conjugate imaginary points on the line, which will
 have the line as an axis of symmetry and will cross it at right angles, if at
 all, unless they have some singularity, such as a cusp or double point, where
 they cross it. And, conversely, any locus which has the line as an axis of
 symmetry consists of a series of conjugate imaginary points on the line.
 Now take the case of a pair of imaginary points on a circle. This we can
 best do by considering the intersections of a non-cutting straight line with
 the circle.
 Evidently the circle is only one of a coaxial system, cutting the line in the
 same two points. Hence the limiting points of the system are the repre-
 sentatives of the imaginary points of intersection. Consequently the
 imaginary points of intersection lie on the radius which cuts the line
 orthogonally, at distances (rl, r2) from the centre given by the equations
 r1r2= a2, and r1 + r= 2b, where a is the radius of the circle, and b the distance
 of the line from the centre of the circle.
 By moving the line in any systematic manner, we can obtain a locus of
 imaginary points which will (except for singularities) cross the circle ortho-
 gonally if at all. Thus, if we move the line parallel to itself, the locus is a
 diameter of the circle perpendicular to the series of moving lines; if we
 rotate it round any point on it, we obtain an orthogonal circle, and so on.
 All loci so obtained will have their parts which are outside the circle the
 inverses of the parts which are inside the circle.
 Now take the case of a conic. We will treat this analytically by finding
 the points where the ellipse
 b2e2 + a2y2 = a%2 ...................................... (1 )
 is cut by any line bx cos 4 + ay sin = kab2 ..................2.............(2
 where k is greater than 1.
 We shall find that if we move the line parallel to itself, the intersection
 points lie on a confocal conic which cuts the given conic orthogonally at the
 point of contact of the parallel tangent
 bx cos (f + ay sin -- = ab ................................ (3)
 Consequently the whole plane can be stratified, as it were, into a series of
 confocal conics, each confocal being the locus of the pairs of imaginary points
 in which a series of parallel external lines cut the given conic.
 To prove this, solve (1) and (2) simultaneously, remembering that k is
 greater than unity.
 We find, for the points of intersection,
 x=ka cos + ia sin ,^/(k2 -1) (4)
 y=-kb sin Sb+ib cos /V(k 2- 1)
 their position being represented on the diagram by x+iy in each case, the
 values of their corresponding simple coordinates being
 x= ka cos ( + b cos ;/J(2 - 1)1 .
 y = kb sin 4 a sin 0(,(k2- 1)J
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 If we now eliminate k, we finli for the locus of the points of intersection of
 the series of parallel chords with the ellipse, the curve
 x2 sec2 _y2 cosec2) = a2 - b2 . .............................(6)
 This is a confocal hyperbola, passing through the point (a cos ), b sin )) which
 is the point of contact of (3) with (1), and which we may call the point P.
 The asymptotes to this hyperbola make the angle 4( with the axis of x, so
 that they pass through the points where the auxiliary circle of the ellipse is
 cut by the ordinate at P.
 The mid-points of the pairs of conjugates lie on the diameter
 bx sin = ay cos 4, .....................................(7)
 i.e. on the diameter passing through P.
 The line through the mid-point i of any one of such pairs drawn perpen-
 dicular to the system of parallel chords will cut the hyperbola in the required
 pair of points. The equation of this line is
 ax sec > - by cosec ( = k(a2- b2). .........................(8)
 The pole of (8) with regard to the hyperbola is
 a cos A b sin )
 which is also the pole of the line (2) with regard to the ellipse. We are thus
 led to the very interesting theorem that the tangents to the hyperbola
 drawn from the representative points (5) where the given chord (2) cuts the
 given ellipse intersect in the pole of the chord with respect to the ellipse.
 Consequently not only do real points on the hyperbola represent imaginary
 points on the ellipse, but real tangents to the hyperbola represent imaginary
 tangents to the ellipse.
 There are other interesting things connected with pairs of conjugate
 imaginary points on a conic, but the above are sufficient to show that the
 recognition of the right of imaginary points to be elevated to the dignity of
 plottable points on the plane will be rewarded by interesting developments.
 The main object of this paper is to plead that right.
 Some of the developments are likely to be important, as evidently the
 matter is closely connected with the theory of orthogonal curves.
 The connection of the above with the Argand diagram is too obvious to
 need pointing out. It shows that the method of plotting by rectangular
 coordinates is an extenlsion of the Argand diagram to two variables. It has
 many interesting applications in the theory of equations.
 A. LODGE.
 COOPER'S HILL.
 AN ELEMENTARY INTRODUCTION TO THE INFINI-
 TESIMAL GEOMETRY OF SURFACES.
 The purpose of the present note is to show how the student who is
 acquainted with the methods only of using and transforming rectangular
 axes is already in a position to determine the geodesic curvature and torsion
 of any curve traced on a surface, and in particular to prove Gauss' formula
 for the product of the principal curvatures in terms of the geodesic curvatures
 of the lines of curvature.
 If the axes of x and y are turned in their plane about the origin through
 an angle 6, the formulae of transformation of coordinates are
 = x' cos 0 -y' sin 0,
 y=x' sin 0+y' cos 0,
 279
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